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INTRODUCTION: IMAGE AND RELIC 

During the early Middle Ages, the cult of relics in Rome enjoyed a rapid ex-

pansion. This was not simply a papal phenomenon limited to the Urbs, but 
part of a larger religious reform movement in progress throughout all of Car-

olingian Europe, in which the acquisition of relics and the practice of the cult 

of saints gained high prominence. 
Rome was a veritable storehouse of the precious bodies of the early mar-

tyrs, which the Carolingians came to extract, translate and distribute beyond 

the Alps.' Meanwhile, the popes had initiated the transfer of saints' relics 
from the abandoned catacombs to newly restored churches inside the city 
walls. Among the earliest to do so was Pope Paul I (757-767), who had the re-
mains of saints removed from the Early Christian cemeteries and "buried 
with fitting honour around the títuli, deaconries, monasteries and other 

churches". 2  
The sanctuaries that provided the relics with a new architectural and litur-

gical framework were often lavishly ornamented in fresco and mosaic. Surviv-

ing from Paschal I's pontificate (817-824) are several large mosaics commis-
sioned to celebrate the translation of martyrs'relics. Prominent among these 
are the mosaics in the church of S. Prassede in Rome, where Paschal ordered 
the collective translation of the remains of more than two thousand bodies. 

Adjacent to S. Prassede, and also richly decorated with mosaics, is the S. Zeno 
Chapel, erected by Paschal in honor of that Early Christian saint and to con-
tain the tomb of his mother, The οdοra. 3  Also dating from Paschal's papacy 

are the mosaics in S. Cecilia in Trastevere, the church he rebuilt for the much 
venerated female martyr whose remains had been discovered in the Praetex-

tmtus catacomb. 
The connection between relics and the elaborate pictured settings creat-

ed for them is also a crucial feature of the Sancta Sanctorum objects commis-
sioned by Paschal I, which are the main subject of this study. Frequently ex-
hibited but only superficially studied in our day, these objects contained not 

Friedrich Prinz, "Stadtrömisch-italische Märtyrerreliquien und fränkischer Reichsadel im 

Maas-Moselraum",  Historisches Jahrbuch  87 (1967): 1-25; Patrick Geary, Furta sacra. Thefts of Relics 
in the Central Middle Ages, 2nd ed., rev. (Princeton, 1990), 28-24; Julia M. Smith, "Old Saints, New 

Cults: Roman relics in Carolingian Francia", Early Medieval Rome and the Christian West. Essays in 
Honor ofDonald A. Bullough, ed. J. M. Smith (Leiden, 2000), 317-339. 
2  LP 1: 464; trans. R. Davis, The Lives of the Eighth-Century Popes (Liber Pontificalis) (Liverpool,  

1992), 82; Martin Heinzelmann,Translationsberichte und andere Quellen des Reliquienkultes, Typolo-

gie des Sources du Moyen Age Occidental (Turnhout, 1979), 25-29; John M. McCulloh, "From  

Antiquity to the Middle Ages: Continuity and change in papal relic policy", in Pietas. Festschrift fur  

B. Kötting, ed. E. Dassmann und K. Frank (Münster, 1980), 313-324; John Osborne, "The Roman  

Catacombs in the Middle Ages", Papers of the British School at Rome 53 (1985) : 278-328.  

LP 2: 54-55; 56.  
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the relics of saints, but fragments of the True Cross.' Relics of the True Cross  

had been objects of popular veneration since the mid-fourth century; Cyril of  

Jerusalem, who mentioned Cross relics in conjunction with other material ev-

idence of God's Incarnation, reported that fragments of the Holy Wood were  

spread throughout the world. The latter assertion is corroborated by other  

sources, as well as by physical evidence . 5  A few years later, western theologians  

such as Ambrose of Milan, Rufanus of Aquileja and Paulinus of lola asserted  

that Helena, mother of Constantine I the Great, had discovered the True  

Cross on Golgοtha.6  The sources reveal the early presence of relics of the  

True Cross in Rome; in the  Liber  Pont /icαΙis it is written that Constantine erec-

ted a basilica in the Sessorian palace, within which he installed a golden, jew-

el-encrusted reliquary for the True Cross. In the fifth century Pope Leo I  

(440-461) acknowledged receipt of a fragment of the True Cross from Jerusa-

lem and, like Cyril of Jerusalem before him, emphasized the relic as impor-

tant material proof of the Incarnation.' Pope Hilarus (461-468) deposited a  

relic of the True Cross in an oratory of the Holy Cross he commissioned adja-

cent to the Lateran baptistery. Likewise, Pope Symmachus (498-514) built an  

oratory at St. Peter's for a fragment of the True Cross." The next documented  

instance of the presence of a relic of the True Cross in Rome, as we shall see,  

is the pre-existent Cross reliquary within one of Pope Paschal's silver caskets.  

The relics inside the enamelled cross, on the other hand, are not documen-

ted before Paschal's pontificate. These relics c οnstitute conceptual foci from  

which extensive pictorial programs extend, covering the sides of the reliquar-

ies and caskets. The manner in which this abundant imagery builds from and 
creates a unity with the relics of the Holy Cross is the main concern of this  

study.  
Patrick Geary has made useful observations on the relationship between  

image and relic. As decontextualized bits, Geary writes, "the bare relic — a  

bone or a bit of dust — carries no fixed code or sign of its meaning as it moves  

' For the most recent exhibition, see Kunst und Kultur der ΚarοΙingeιzeit. Karl der Grosse und Papst  

Leo III. in Paderborn, ed. C. Steigemann and M. Wemhoff (Mainz, 1999), 2: 650-654 (nos. IX,  

32-34) with further references.  

Cyril ofJerusalem, Catecheses, 4, 10, 13, in Inventio sanctae Crucis, ed. A. Holder (Leipzig, 1889),  

44; Anatole Frolow, La relique de la Vraie Croix. Recherches sur le dévelopment  d'un culte (Paris, 1961),  

155-161 (nos. 1-8). See also Stephan Borgehammar, Hom the Holy Cross was Found: From the event to  

medieval legend (Stockholm, 1991), 85-92; Jan Willem Dńjvers, Helena Augusta. The Mother of Con-

stantine the Great and the Legend of herFinding of the True Cross (Leiden, 1992) , 81-93.  
ό  Ambrose of Milan, De obito Theodosii oταtiα, Rufinus of Aquíleía, Historia ecclesiastica, lib. 10, 7-8;  

Paulinus of lola, Epistula ad Severum, 31, in Inventio sanctae Crucis, ed. Holder, 45-48; Dríjvers, He-

lena Augusta, 95-117; Borgehammar, Holy Cross, 571f.  

' Leo the Great, Epistula, 139, PL 14, 1106. See also p. 40.  

8  LP 1: 179, 242, 261; Frolow, Relique, 173-177 (nos. 20, 23, 27); Sible de Blaauw, "Jerusalem in  

Rome and the Cult of the Cross", in Pratum romanuni, Richard Rrautheimer zum 100. Geburts tag,  

ed. R. Colella et. al. (Wiesbaden, 1997), 61.  
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from one community to another or from one period to a subsequent one". 9  
To give the relic an identity it needs an "extraneous sign" such as an oral tra-
dition, a document, a reliquary or a picture to confirm its authenticity. In the 
event of translations or of any other break from the former cultural context, 
such signs might be lost or disassociated from the relic. Hence, "in order for 
an object to be venerated as a relic, a new symbolic function had to be as-
signed — a function that had its origin in the fabric of the society in which it 
was to be venerated. Thus the symbolic value of a new or rediscovered relic 
was only a reflection of the values assigned by the society that honored it...in 
its new location it became an important symbol only if that society made it 
one, and this symbolism was necessarily a product of that society". 10  In this 
light, the imagery of Paschal's objects may be expected to reveal content that 
not only objectively identifies the imported, visually insignificant relics, but 
that also recharges them with new meaning according to issues prevalent in 
ninth-century Rome. 

To the medieval mind, however, image and relic were rarely distinct real-
ities. The best illustration of the coalescence of the two categories is found in 
a number of miraculous images, whose origins are obscured in Early Chris-
tian legends. These images, not painted by human hands and capable of per-
forming miracles, came into being either through divine intervention or by 
means of direct contact with the body of the archetype. The Lateran Acheiro-

poieton (ca. 600), a miraculous image of Christ to which we will later return, is 
a well-known example of such an image. Because of its supernatural origin 
(according to the legend it had miraculously completed itself), it served as 
the protector image of the city of Rome. 11  Other pre-eminent examples are 
the Mandylion and Veronica created respectively within eastern and western 
traditions; both were believed to be cloths upon which Christ had impressed 
his face, and thus were venerated as the archetypes of all images of Christ. 
The Mandylion, whose tradition was the most ancient, served as the protector 
of Constantinople from the tenth century till the Sack in 1204, when it was 
lost. Shortly thereafter, the Veronica made its appearance in Rome, becom-
ing the most famous image-relic of the West. 12  

Through their divine origins or status as replicas of Christ's historic face, 
the Mandylion and Veronica extended His presence on earth, and continued 

9  Geary, Furta sacra, 5.  

10  Ibid., 5-9.  

" LP 1: 442-43. On this and other holy images, see Ernst von Dobschütz,  Christusbilder,  Untersu-

chungen zur christlichen Legende, Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen  

Literatur (Leipzig, 1899), 64-68; Gerhard Wolf, Salus populi romani. Die Geschichte römischer Kult-

bilder im Mittelalter (Weinheim, 1990), 60-68; Hans Belting, Bild und Kult. Eine Geschichte des Bildes  

vordem Zeitalter der Kunst (Munich, 1990), 49-87.  

R  Dobschfitz, Christusbilder, 102ff; 197ff; Belting, Bild und Kult, 233ff. See also the essays in The  

Holy Face and the Paradox of Re4nesentαtion, ed. H.L. Kessler and G. Wolf, Villa Spelman Colloquia 6  

(Bologna, 1998); Il volto di Cristo, ed. G. Morello and G. Wolf (Milan, 2000).  
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to perform miracles. As replicas of the divine, they assumed functions other-

wise exclusive to the relics of saints. Like the bodily remains of saints, these 

privileged icons made apparent the divinity's physical reality, while also testi-

fying to His historic presence on earth. One may therefore speak of a recipro-

cal relationship between image and relic: the sacredness of the image not 

made by human hands was authorized through its status as an authentic relic, 

whereas the latter "took presence" through the image. During the image con-

troversy in the eighth and ninth centuries, these images, which were depen-

dent either on divine intervention or on Christ's own will, served as proofs of 

the Incarnation and against accusations that Christian images violated the 

Second Commandment. 

Both images and relics were valued as effective mediators of the sacred 

and thus circulated in much the same way, that is, by purchase, donation or 

theft. One important difference, however, was in their accessibility. While the 

image could be easily reproduced and the copies be widely disseminated 

both within and without the confines of the Church, access to relics was limit-

ed to particular sites under the jurisdiction of the Church, and was thus far 

easier to control. 13  

The theoretical and historical considerations outlined above form the 

framework within which the present study takes shape. The Cross relic as a to-

ken of authenticity and proof of the fact of the Incarnation will thus be seen 

together with the pictured objects as external signs that, on the one hand, 

provide the relics with an identity, and on the other, can be expected to draw 

on their documentary and sacred value. Exactly how this works and under 

what conditions will subsequently be explored in the context of Paschal I's 
pontificate. 

' 3  See also Leslie Brubaker, introduction to The Sacred Image. East and West, ed. R. Ousterhout 

and L. Brubaker (Urbana and Chicago, 1995), 11ff. 



1. THE SANCTA SANCTORUM OBJECTS  

The Sancta Sanctorum objects commissioned bγ Paschal I consist of an enam-
elled reliquary gold cross and two silver caskets, one rectangular, the other  

cruciform. All three artifacts are sumptuously decorated with extensive Chris-
tologícal narratives executed in cloisonné enamel and gilded repoussé (Pls.  

I-III). They were brought to light in 1905 when Pope Pius X (1903-1914) per-
mitted the German Jesuit Hartmann Grisar to open the cypress wood chest  

commissioned bγ Pope Leo III (795-816), and make its contents known to the  

public (Fig. 1) ." Since the thirteenth century, this chest has been preserved  

within the Sancta Sanctorum chapel built during the pontificate of Pope Ni-
cholas III (1277-1280) as a part of the Lateran Palace (Fig. 125; no. 49); be-
fore this, the chest was kept in the oratory dedicated to St. Lawrence, the pre-
cursor of the thirteenth-century Sancta Sanctorum. 15  

The presence of the Paschalian objects inside Leo III's chest was first re-
corded by the Descriptio lateranensis Ecclesiae dating to shortly before 1100:  

And in the same ho!y palace is the oratory of St. Lawrence in which there  

are three very holy altars. In the first, a cypress wood container commis-

sioned by Leo III, are three caskets. In one of them there is a cross of  

pure gold adorned with gems and precious stones, i.e. hyacinths, and  

emeralds, and green gemstones; and in the middle of the cross is the  

navel of the Lord and his foreskin; and above it is anointed with balm  

and each year this balm is renewed when the pope with the cardinals  

makes the procession of the Exaltation of the Cross from the same  

church of St. Lawrence to the church of St. John. And in the other silver  

casket, gilded and adorned with scenes, is a cross of enamel, and within  

it is the Cross of our Lord Jesus Chríst. 16  

" For the chest and the circumstances of its opening, see Hartmann G ńsar, Römische Kappelle  

Sancta Sanctorum und ihr Schatz (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1908), 1-9, 57; Giovanni Morello, "Il tesoro  

del Sancta Sanctorum", in Il Palazzo Apostolico Lateranense, ed. C. Pietrangeli (Florence, 1991),  

91-92. Except for a brief opening in 1903, the chest had evidently been unexamined since the  

pontificate of Leo X (1513-1521): see Flonan Jubaru, "Le chef de Sainte Agnèse au tr ésor du  

Sancta Sanctorum ", Etudes 104, 721-731. A description of the contents of Leo's chest, counting  

several reliquaries, textiles, phylacteries and relics, was published shortly after its discovery, by  

Philippe Lauer, Le trésor du Sancta Sanctorum, Monuments et Mémoires 15 (Paris 1906); followed  

by Grisar, Römische Kappelle, 58-141. See also ahead, chapter 7.  

5  Today the Sancta  Sanctorum,  together with the Scala Santa, is housed in a building erected by  

Pope Sixtus V (1585-1590) during the dismantling of the medieval Lateran Palace. For the Sanc-

ta Sanctorum, see Gńsar, RömischeKajspelle, 11-55; and most recently Julian Gardner, "L'architet-

tura del Sancta Sanctorum ", in Sancta Sanctorum  (Milan, 1997), 19-37.  

16  In eider namque sacro pala tin, quod est Sancti Laurentii Oratorium, in quo tria sanctissima  

computantur altana. Primum quidem in arca cipressina, quam Leo papa tercius condidit, tres  

capsae sunt. In una est crux de auro purissimo, adorna ta  gemmis, et lapididus precious id est  

hiacinthis, et smaragdis, et prasinís; et in media truce ills est umbilicus Domini, et praeputium  

circumcisionis ejus, et desuper inuncta est balsamo: et singulís annis eadem unctio renovatur,  
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This account corresponds with what was found in 1905; the cruciform casket  

must be one of the three caskets referred to by the Descriptio as capsae, because 
it was found containing a pre-extant gold reliquary cross decorated with gems, 
the crux de auro purissimo, adornata gemmis et lapididus preciosis (Pl. 1V; Fig. 2). 
This cross, which dates to between the sixth and eighth centuries, disappeared 
in 1945, but was recorded in publications by Grísar and Philippe Lauer." The 
rectangular casket, described as capsa argentea et deaurata cum historiis, was 
found with the enamelled cross, crux de smalto depicts, inside it (Pl. II). 

There can be little doubt that the two silver caskets were also originally 
made to contain the two reliquary crosses in question: the form of the cruci-
form casket precisely fits the Greek cross-shape of the gemmed gold cross, 
whereas the rectangular casket corresponds to the Latin shape of the enam-
elled cross. The fact that the former gemmed cross could not have physically 
fit into the rectangular casket supports the view that each pair was a specially 
designed unit. 

Within both silver caskets were also found silk cushions shaped according 
to the form of the containers (Musei Vaticani) (Figs. 3-4). The oriental silk of 
each cushion, decorated respectively with winged horses and geometrical pat-
terns, has been dated to sometime before Paschal's pontificate, which strong-
ly suggests that these cushions were sown to serve each of the two crosses in-
side their individual containers. 18  

These observations lead to the conclusion that Paschal had a cruciform 
casket made for a pre-existent Cross reliquary at the same time that he com-
missioned an enamelled cross and a rectangular casket to contain the former. 
Additionally, silk cushions were made for the interiors of the two caskets so 
that the reliquary crosses would rest upon them. The long-documented histo-
ry of the objects within Leo III's chest leaves us with no reason to doubt that 
this was the place for which the objects originally were made. 

quando Domnus Papa cum Cardinalibus facit processionem in Exaltatione Sanctae Crucis, ab 

ipsa Sancti Laurentii Ecclesia in Ecclesiam Sancti Johannis. Et in al la capsa argentea, et deaurata  

cum histońis est crux de smalto depicts: et infra capsam illam est crux Domini nostri Jesu-Chris-

ti; Dominicus Giorgi, De liturgia romani ροntificis in solemn celebratione missarum liber  quartus  

(Rome, 1744), 3: 545, which contains the oldest version of the Descriptio. See also the later recen-

sion of this text during the pontificate of Alexander III (1159-1181) in Codice tοροgraficο della città  

di Roma, ed. R. Valentin and G. Zucchet ti  (Rome, 1946), 3: 356. On this text, the first version of  

which can be traced back to between 1073 and 1118, see Cyrille Vogel, "La Descríptio ecclesiae  

Lateranensis du Diacre Jean", in Mélanges en  honneur  de Monsigneur Michel Andrieu  (Strassbourg,  

1956), 457-476.  

" Lauer, Trésor, 49-60, fig. 10, who favors an eighth-century dating of the cross; Grisar, Rómische  

Kappelle, 82-89, fig. 40-42, arguing for a fifth or sixth-century dating. According to the catalogue  

of the Vatican Museums, this cross measured 25,5x25 cm. For this cross, see also Frolow, Relique,  
227-228 (no. 123); Theo Jülich, "Gemmenkreuze. Die Farbigkeit ihres Edelsteinbesatzes bis zum  

12. Jahrhundert",  Aachener  Κυnsίbki ιΙeτ54/55 (1986/87): 139.  

'Θ  Wolfgang F. Volbach, Ι tessuti del Museo Sacro Vatican (Vatican City, 1942), 44-45. Only the fab-

ric remains from the cushion in the rectangular casket. See also Leonie von Wílckens, Die textilen  

kúnste (Munich, 1991), 41-43, colorplate 39.  
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As pointed out by Victor Elbern, the Paschalian objects are uniquely rep-
resentative of Roman metalwork in the early Middle Ages, for which the Liber  
Pontificalis is the only other surviving testimony. ί 9  The enormous loss of evi-
dence makes it difficult to situate the Paschalian objects within a specific artis-
tic tradition. A comparison between the silver caskets and several Early Chris-
tian reliquaries, however, will help to provide an idea of the long tradition to 
which these objects belong. One such example is the box-like silver casket 
from S. Nazaro Maggiore in Milan (Milan, Fabb rica del Duomo) showing 
Biblical narratives in gilded repoussé around its sides surrounded b γ the 
same twisted bands that encircle the body of the cruciform Paschalian casket, 
and which mark the corners of the other rectangular casket (Fig. 5)  .ο  The 
system of the sliding lid of the rectangular casket was used on the ninth-cen-
tury Fieschi Morgan reliquary of the True Cross probably made at Constanti-
nople (New York, Metropolitan Museum) (Pl. V), and may have Early Chris-
tian precedents. 21  

The lid of the Byzantine reliquary shows a Crucifixion in cloisonné enam-
el that has been rightly compared in the literature to the enamel on the Pa-
schalian cross, the earliest extant example of a narrative in cloisonné enamel. 
This comparison raises the question of the geographical origins of Paschal's 
cross. The technique of cloisonné enamel in the West goes back to Antiquity, 
but it apparently enjoyed a period of revival beginning in the eighth century, 
as the burse-reliquary (780-799) in the cathedral treasury at Síon, Canton Va-
lais testífies. 22  According to David Buckton, this revival prepared the ground 
for the flowering of Middle Byzantine cloisonné enamel, as exemplified b γ 
the cover of the Fieschi Morgan reliquary. Rather than a Byzantine product, 
as asserted by some scholars in the past, the Paschalian cross should thus be 

19  For examples of metalwork produced under Paschal I, see LP 2: 53, 55; Victor H. Elbem, 

"Rom und die karolingische Goldschmiedekunst", in Roma e l'età  carolingia,  Atti  delle giornate di 

studio 3-8 maggio 1976 (Rome, 1976), 345-357; idem., Goldschmiedekunst im frühen Mittelalter 

(Darmstadt, 1988), 47-72, esp. 54-57. For an overview of the production of metal work produced 

in early medieval Rome, see Antonio Iacobini, "Aurea Roma. Le arti  preziose da  Costantino  a11'età 

carolingia:  committenza, produzione, circolazione", in Roma fra Oriente e Occidente, Settimane di 

studio del Centro italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo 49 (Spoleto, 2002), 1: 651-690, esp. 678ff. 

w  Helmut Buschhausen, Die spätrömischen Metallscrinia und frühchristlichen Reliquiare, Wiener By-

zantinische Studien 9 (Vienna, 1971), 223-234 (no. B 11). For the technique of repoussé on sil-

ver reliquaries, see Joseph Braun, Die Reliquiare des christlichen Kultes und ihre Entwicklung (Frei-

burg im Breisgau, 1940), 558-559. Another example of a reliquary in gilded repoussé and with 

twisted bands is a fifth or sixth-century oval silver casket (Musei Va ticani) found together with 

the Paschalian objects: see Grísar, RömischeKappelle, 109-110, figs. 52-53. 

2 ί  Marc Rosenberg, Geschichte der Goldschmiedekunst auf technischer Grundlage (Frankfurt, 1922), 

vol. 3, Zellenschmelz, 31-38; Anna Kartsonís, Anastasis. The Making of an Image (Princeton, 1986), 

95ff; Braun, Reliquiare, 152-153. 
22 David Guckton, "Byzantine Enamel and the West", Byzantinische Forschungen 13 (1988): 243;  

idem, "Enamelling on Gold. A Historical Perspective", Gold Bulletin 15 (1982): 101-102. On the  

enamelled cross, see Rosenberg, Goldschmiedekunst, 41-52; Gunther Haseloff, Email im frühen Mit-

telalter. Frühchristliche Kunst von der Spätantike bis zu den Karolingern (Hitzeroth, 1990), esp. 77-84.  
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seen as a local example of the new Carolingian interest in cloisonné enam-
e1.23  On Paschal's cross the execution of the enamel work, which has oxidized 

heavily at some places, is somewhat crude, and the separating metal strips are 

of silver rather than of gold. These factors suggest that in ninth-century 

Rome, the renovation of cloisonné enamel technique was still in an experi-

mental phase. 24  

The Fieschi Morgan reliquary is often discussed in connection with two 

cruciform reliquaries of the True Cross: the Plíska and the Vicopisano reli-

quary crosses (Sofia, Archaeological Museum; Pisa, Pieve di S. Maria e S. Gio-

vanni) (Pl. VI; Fig. 6). 25  Both are pocket-sized phylacteries that also date to 

the ninth century and were probably made in Constantinople. Despite the 

difference in function, the phylacteries share several important features with 

the Paschalian objects; both are crosses, but more importantly, they are also 

the only known reliquaries to display Christological cycles unfolding within a 

cross-shaped support. Finally, both were made to contain relics of the True 

Cross. 

The Descriptio lateranensis Ecclesiae clearly records that the enamelled cross 

contained the Crux Domini nostri Jesu Christi. This also accords with the cruci-

form shape of the reliquary, the internal gold foil cross ornamented with a re-

poussé cross fitting directly over the relic compartments, and its designation 

as a vexillum (Fig. 7, 9 ). Y6  The five compartments, arranged to form a cross 

shape, thus contained separate fragments of the True Cross, which are now 

dispersed. 27  The Descriptio's reference to the now-lost gemmed cross as the 

container of relics from the umbilicus Domini, et praeputium circumcionis ejus has 

been shown by Grisar to allude to a later medieval tradition. 28  At the time of 

Buckton, "Byzantine Enamel," 235-244; idem, "Enamelling on Gold", 105. Concerning the 

supposed Byzantine origin of the enamelled cross, see Klaus Wessel, Die  byzantinische  Emailkunsi 
(Recklinghausen, 1967), 51; Haseloff, Email im frühen Mittelalter, 77-78. A recently discovered 

fragment of cloisonné enamel, probably made in the first half of the ninth-century at the monas-

tery of S. Vincenzo al Volturno, testifies to a wider Italian use of this technique. See John Mitch-

ell, "Smalto del nono secolo prove niente da San Vincenzo al Volturno", Almanacco del Molise 16 

(1984): 203-205. See also Kartsonis, Anastasis, 111-116.  

$' Because of the reflective quality of gold, this became normal praxis as also seen in the Carolin-

gian works mentioned above. My thanks go to David Buckton, for sharing with me his knowledge 

of enamel and of Paschal's cross.  
ss Kartsonis, Anastasis, 101-123, who dated all three reliquaries to the first half of the ninth cen-

tury. For the Fieschi Morgan Reliquary and the Pliska Cross, see most recently The Glory of Byzan-
t~um. Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, ed. H. Ewan and W.D. Wixom, 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, 1997), pp. 74, 331-332 (nos. 34, 225); for a differ-

ent dating of the three reliquaries, to between the second half of the ninth and the tenth cen-

tury, see Luidmila Doncheva-Petkova, "Une croix pectorale-reliquaire en or récemment trouvée 

à Plíska", Cahiers archéologiques 25 (1976): 59-66. 

26 See ahead, chapter 2. 

r' Frolow, Relique, 215-16 (no. 88).  
28  Hartmann Gnsar, "Die angebliche Christusreliquie im mittelalterlichen Lateran (praeputium  
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its conception (between the sixth and eighth centuries), as well as in the  

ninth century, this jewel-encrusted cross functioned as a reliquary of the True  

Cross; before its disappearance, an examination of the interior revealed a  

cruciform piece of wood inserted into an oval compartment at the center,  

clearly indicating its nature as a relic of the True Cross (Fig. 8). 29  Moreover,  

the Descriptio's own reference to this reliquary as serving in the annual feast of  

the Exaltation of the Cross celebrated at the Lateran on the 14th  of Septem-
ber, underlines its definition as a reliquary of the True Cross, since the pro-
tagonist of this liturgical celebration was the reliquary's relic of the True  

Cross. The earliest record of the celebration of the feast of the Exaltation is in  

the Vita of Pope Sergius I (687-701), which speaks both of a gemmed cross  

and of the worship of its relic:  

In the shrine of St. Peter the apostle this blessed man discovered, by  

God's revelation, a silver casket lying in a very dark corner; because of  

tarnishing during the years that had gone by, it was not even clear wheth-

er it was silver. Si after praying he removed the seal impressed on it. He  

opened the reliquary and inside he found placed on top a feather cush-

ion made all of silk, which is called stauracis. He took this away and lower  

down he saw a cross, very ornate with various precious stones. From it he  

removed the four plates in which the jewels were imbedded, and he  

found placed inside a wonderfully large and indescribable portion of the  

saving wood of the Lord's Cross. From that day, for the salvation of the  

human race, this is kissed and worshipped by all Christian people on the  

day of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross in the basilica of the Saviour  

called Constantinian. 30  

Against this background, there can be little doubt that the Descriptio refers to  
the same cross mentioned in Sergius I's Vita, and that this cross is the lost reli-
quary cross originally found in Paschal's cruciform silver container. It con-
tained a relic of the True Cross which was kissed and worshipped at the an-
nual celebration of the Exaltation of the Cross at the Lateran. st  

Domini)", Römische Qu αrtalschrífi 20 (1906): 109-122; idem, Römische Kappelle, 92-96. See also La-

uer, Trésor, 52-59.  

Gńsar, Römische Kappelle, 88-89.  
so LP 1: 374; trans. R. Davis, The Book ofPontiffs (Liber Pontificalís). The Ancient Biographies of the First  

Ninety Roman Bishops to AD 715 (Liverpool, 1989), 85. For other examples of a reliquary cross en-

closed within a capsa, see Anatole Frolow, Les reliquaires de la Vraie Croix (Paris, 1965), 94-95.  

31 For this feast, see Antoine Chavasse, Le sacramentaire gélasien (Vaticanus Reginensis 316). Sacra-

mentaire presbytéιial en usage dans les titres romains au Vie siècle (Tournai, 1958), 358-360; Pierre Jou-

nel, "Le culte de la croix dans la liturgie romaine", La  Maison-Dieu 75 (1963): 68-91; Sible de  

Blaauw, Cultus et decor. Liturgia e architettura nella Roma tardoantica e medievale, Studi e Testi 355  

(Vatican City, 1994), 1: 197. Morey's reconstruction of the inscription on the enamelled cross  

(see ahead, chapter 2), showing that the patron was Paschal I, demonstrated that Lauer and G ń-

sar were mistaken in identifying the enamelled cross with Sergius I's cross, displayed at the Exal-

tation ceremony. See Lauer, Trésor, 40-49; Grisar, Römische Kappelle, 62-69.  
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The passage in Sergius' Vita may also indicate that the basic idea of placing 
a reliquary of the True Cross on a silk cushion inside a silver casket had a Ro-

man tradition. Rather than simply witnessing to centuries of artistic tradition, 

however, Paschal's idea of providing this cross with a silver casket and a silk 

cushion may well have been intended as an explicit reference to Sergius' dis-

covery at St. Peter's, presuming that the narrative was known to the ninth-

century pope. Hence, whether or not Paschal really believed that the reli-

quary cross was the same object found by Sergius more than a century before, 

he might have wanted to provide it with an embellishment similar to the orig-

inal one in order to authorize the reliquary's importance within the Roman 

liturgical tradition. Both Early Christian, more recent Byzantine and specific 

local sources might therefore have inspired the configuration of the Paschal-
jan objects. 

Another liturgical feast focusing on the relic of the True Cross and cele-

brated at the Lateran was that of Good Friday. According to the ninth-cen-

tury Roman Ordo 23 describing the records of an eighth-century pilgrim, on 

this holy day a papal procession moved from the Lateran to the church of S. 

Croce in Gerusalemme In this procession, the "True Cross of precious wood 

surrounded by gold with gems having a hollow inside which smells very well 

of balm" was carried by a deacon. ß2  After entering S. Croce, the reliquary was 
placed on the altar and the relic exposed; the pope then prostrated before 

the altar and kissed the Cross relic. 33  After the ceremony the cross was carried 
back to the Lateran. Not only does this eighth-century description of the reli-

quary as made of gold and gems correspond with the now-lost cross reliquary 

from Paschal's silver casket, but the twentieth-century examination of this lat-

ter cross revealed a recessed area at its center (where the relic was inserted), 

covered with a thick layer of dried balm. 34  As has also been pointed out by 
Sible De Blaauw, it follows that the lost Cross reliquary is identifiable with the 

reliquary described in the sources as having served in the celebrations of the 

Exaltation of the Cross and of Good Friday. 35  

There is nothing to indicate a ninth-century change in the liturgy that 

might explain Paschal's commissioning of the cruciform casket for the gem-

med cross. It is also difficult to ascribe any particular function to the casket, 

92  Crux vero ipsa de ligno pretíoso desuper ex auro cum gemmis, intus cavam habens confectío-
fern ex balsamo satís bene olentem; Ordo 23, in Michel Andrieu, Les Ordines Romani du Haut 

Moyen Âge (Louvain, 1974), 3: 271. 

's  Ibid. The cross was exposed by means of a mechanized opening in the center of the reliquary 
cross. For this feast, see De Blaauw, Cultus et decor, 1: 186-189; Louis Van Tongeren, "A Sign of 
Resurrection on Good Friday. The Role of the People in the Good Friday Liturgy Until 1000 A.D. 
and the Meaning of the Cross", in Omnes circumadstantes. Contributions towariis a History of the Role 

of the People in the Liturgy, ed.C. Gaspers and M. Schneiders (Kampen, 1990), 101 -120. On the his-
tory of the liturgy of the cross at the Lateran and S. Croce in Ge rusalemme, see de Blaauw, "Jeru-
salem in Rome", 55-73. 

Grisar, Römische Kappelle, 88-89. 
a De Blaauw, Cult us et decor, 197. 
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since it lacks specific features suggesting such a function, such as a pole f οr  
fixing the cross vertically on or near the altar, or for use in a procession. 36  The  
stationary nature of the casket is also suggested by its plain underside, which  

probably would have been decorated had it been made to be carried upright  

or hung above the altar. 37  Because the same considerations apply to the rect-
angular casket, the latter cannot be associated with any specific liturgical  

function either. In other words, it seems to have been the reliquary crosses  

rather than the containers themselves which had a liturgical function. How-
ever, no early medieval sources testify to the liturgical use of the enamelled  

cross. Only in the twelfth century does the Liber Censuum record that on Good  
Friday the pope showed his cardinals two crosses, one of which was brought  

into the basilica for further veneration while the other was left behind." This  

indication of a twelfth-century function f οr the second cross would explain  
why it was found covered with balm. Aside from this, however, no physical  

features point to a specific liturgical purpose for this cross in connection with  

an altar or a procession. Thus, the undecorated reverse of the cross may accu-
rately reflect its original appearance. θ9  

36 For crosses displayed in the vicinity of the altar, see LP 2: 27 (Leo III) and 119 (Leo IV). See  

also Joseph Braun, Das christliche Altargerlit in seinem Se in und in seinerEntuicklung (Munich, 1932),  
466-474. For processional crosses, see John A. Cotsonis, Byzantine Figural Processional Crosses,  
Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine Collection Publications 10 (Washington DC, 1994), esp. 56-59; Sible  

de Blaauw, "Following the Crosses: The processional cross and the typology of processions in me-

dieval Rome", in Christian Feast and Festival. The J)ynamics of Western Liturgy and Culture (Leuven,  

2001), 319-327.  

" For crosses hanging above the altar, see LP 1: 419 (Gregory III); 2: 17 (Leo III) and 74 (Greg-

ory W). See also Braun, ChristlicheAltargeriit, 467.  
'8  Le Liber Censuum, 13, ed. P. Fabre and L. Duchesne (Paris 1910-1952), 2: 296; De Blaauw, Cultes  

et decor, 1: 297-298.  

" See ahead, chapter 2.  



2. THE ENAMELLED CROSS 

The enamelled cross is a Latin cruciform gold box containing five small com-
partments for relics (Pl. I, Fig. 9). Lining the interior surface of the enamel-
led cross is a sheet of gold with an outlined cross at the center, lying directly 
over the empty relic compartments (Fig. 7). 40  Rectangular sheets of gold 
form the sides of this cruciform reliquary. The sheets are covered with green 
and red cloisonné enamel (Fig. 10) forming a Latin inscription that Charles 
Rufus Morey reconstructed as follows: ACCIPE QUAESO A DOMINA MEA 
REGINA MUNDI HOC VEXILLUM CRUCIS QUID TIBI PASCHALIS EPIS-
COPUS OPTULΙT (Fig. 11) (Please accept, my sovereign, queen of the 
world, this vexíllum of a Cross which Bishop Paschal offers you) .4t  

The uppermost side of the Cross reliquary presents a group of seven epi-
sodes from the Infancy of Christ depicted in cloisonné enamel. At the top of 
the cross is the Annunciation, with the Visitation below. The Journey to Beth-
lehem on the left cross arm is followed by the Nativity at the center of the 
cross, with the Adoration of the Magi filling the right cross arm. The lower 
arm continues with the Presentation in the Temple, and finishes with the 
Baptism of Christ. The reverse side of the cross, now overlaid with a thick lay-
er of dried balm, may have originally had a different appearance. The addi-
tion of a beaded gold frame surrounding the pictured side of the cross, how-
ever, adds to the sense that this side was intended as the front of the cross. 43  

The enamelled cross thus in reality comprised two crosses: the manufac-
tured ninth-century Roman cross container, and remains of the wooden his-
torical Cross. Fundamentally, the form of the enamelled cross provided these 
relics with a denotative context, housing them in the recognizable form of 
the cross. Still other features of the manufactured cross such as its pictorial 
program, inscription and materials, served to situate the relics within addi-
tional and more distinct frameworks. 44  

For the interior of the cross, see also Grísar, Rómische Καρρelle, 79-80. 

The panels of the inscription, which contains several errors, are placed out of order, indicat-

ing that the cross at a certain point was dismembered; Charles R. Morey, "The Inscription on the 

Enamelled Cross of Paschal I", Art Bulletin 19 (1937) : 595-596; idem, "La Croce smaltata del Sanc-

ta Sanctorum", in F. Stohlman, Gli multi del Museo Sacro Vaticano (Vatican City, 1939), 16-22. See 

also Rosenberg, Goldschmiedekunst, 49-52. Attention should be drawn to the fact that the Latin in-

scription contains several particularities, i.e. the past tense of OPTULIT (the correct form being 

obtulit) and the preposition A DOMINA ("from the Virgin" ) which could be due to an erroneous 

reconstruction. My own translation, making the Virgin Mary the recipient of the cross, is primari-

ly based on the contemporaneous inscription on the front of Paschal's marble reliquary (see be-

low, p. 32) that also makes the Virgin the recipient of Paschal's prayers using a similar expression 

to that of the cross (SUSCIPE... VIRGO PRECES). 

42  When the Cross reliquary was found, this side was completely covered with dried balm, a part 

of which was later removed to verify the contents of the cross, Grime, Röm ιsche Κaßρelle, 79.  

4S  For the opposite view, ibid., 67-68; Lauer, Trésor, 47-48. 
τΡ~ On the enlivening of relics through literary and artistic appeals, see also Patricia Cox Miller, 




